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Dear guests and cinephiles!

Welcome to the first edition of Berlin NewGen Chinese Film Festival. New-
Gen is a Berlin-based nonprofit organisation celebrating high-quality Chi-
nese-language films with new and distinguished filmmakers, film enthu-
siasts, film industry professionals, related-field scholars and audiences around 
the world. Acting as a springboard for creation, we are dedicated to discovering 
new talented filmmakers who are making the future of Chinese-language cinema.

Berlin is a multicultural city full of different voices. As members of the overseas 
Chinese community, we want our voices to be heard, and our culture and identity 
to be recognized and respected. For this reason, the theme of this year is “Speak 
up!”. We pay attention to the young generation growing up under the torrent 
of the times, including those who struggle to make a living in the concrete jun-
gle of the city, and those who are wandering and daydreaming in the small town. 

Our focus is the social formation and people’s living conditions captured by film-
makers of the young generation, regardless of their region, gender, age, ethnicity, 
or cultural background, because each of their voices deserved to be heard. Now 
more than ever, these voices need to be heard. In these increasingly divisive times, 
when walls are being built around the world, it is all the more important that we 
engage in dialogue and communication. We still believe that films have the pow-
er to foster solidarity between people. Films may not change the course of so-
ciety or history, but they can change people’s perceptions on a subconscious 
level. We hope that more people will hear other voices from our community.

We would like to invite all of you to join us for an unforgettable movie journey. 
There is certainly something for everyone in our rich program! 

Enjoy the festival!

欢迎 & Welcome
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Program

Thur 03. Nov
19.30 - 21.30

Will You Look At Me

Love is Love

On Your Own

Reconstructing Rural China

Kids No More

Fri 04. Nov
17.00 - 19.00

19.30 - 21.30

Sat 05. Nov
12:00 - 14:00

5

Lan Yu (20th Anniversary 
4K Restored Version)

What Can I Hold You With

Everything Near Becomes Distant

Go Fishing

Yesterday I Was The Moon

A Firecracker Story

Singing In The Wilderness

Secrets at the Intermissions

Hair Tie, Egg, Homework Books

Summer Swing

Festival Opening

20 Min

86 Min

20 Min

22 Min

73 Min

20 Min

98 Min

21 Min

21 Min

16 Min

22 Min

Children’s Corner 23 Min

Nanhai Girls 15 Min



Dear Girls

Brave “New” World

Marginal Youth

14.30 - 16.30

Sun 06. Nov
12:00 - 14:00

14.30 - 16.30

6

Walls

Jenny

Guanbu A Week

The Reincarnated Giant

The Elusive Joy of Labor

Anshan Diaries

Bathing Aid

Shanghai Reset

Normal

Canker

Trashy Boy

Drifting

11 Min

23 Min

71 Min

18 Min

8 Min

27 Min

22 Min

5 Min

34 Min

19 Min

112 Min

97 Min

Program

Drifting
Closing Film
17.00 - 19.00



Love is Love

Director: Shuli HUANG

Year: 2022

Time: 20 Min

As a young Chinese filmmaker returns to his 
hometown in search for himself, a long due 
conversation with his mother dives the two 
of them into a quest for acceptance and love.

Director: Stanley KWAN

Year: 2001

Time: 86 Min

Meant merely as a diversion among his count-
less one-night stands, Handong’s sexual re-
lationship with a sensitive college boy turns 
unexpectedly into something deeper – and 
even a life-changing initiation. Undeterred by 
Handong’s compulsive promiscuity and impul-
sive marriage, Lan Yu’s devotion cannot escape 
its unforgiving fate. Superbly acted by Hu Jun 
and Liu Ye, Stanley Kwan’s adaptation of an 
internet novel is a poignant portrait of a gay 
relationship filled with passion and deception, 
yearning and regret. 

Will You Look At Me

Lan Yu (20th Anniversary 
4K Restored Version)

当
我
望
向
你
的
时
候

蓝
宇
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On Your Own

Director: Di SHEN

Year: 2021

Time: 20 Min

After missing a meeting with his friend, An 
insomniac Qasem roams the city at night again, 
this time to the top of a mountain in search of 
a large rock he had seen with his friend before.  

Director: Yunyi ZHU

Year: 2022

Time: 22 Min

My friend Xiaoxin contracted eye disease. He 
gradually lost his eyesight from that point on. 
By 2015, he had gone completely blind. He told 
me that complete black scared him. I felt my 
friend was on his way somewhere.

Everything Near Becomes 
Distant

What Can I Hold You With

循
环
的
夜

一
切
近
的
都
将
远
去
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Director: Xin NAN

Year: 2022

Time: 73 Min

Li Wei, a middle-aged man living in the county, 
met Miaomiao who got into the wrong room 
during a dinner party. Miaomiao is an online 
friend he hasn’t seen in ten years. Originally 
Li Wei just wanted to have a meal to pre-
varicate the relationship between the two of 
them, but Miaomiao invited her blind date 
boy to the dinner. Since then, Li Wei was to-
tally immersed in an emotional entanglement.

Go Fishing

钓
鱼
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触摸极限

联系我们
Contact us



Reconstructing Rural China

Director: Yihan LIN

Year: 2022

Time: 20 Min

Dreaming about her dead son frequently be-
fore her grandson is about to work abroad, 
grandma and her grandson embark on a jour-
ney to find a psychic.

Director: Dongnan CHEN

Year: 2021

Time: 98 Min

After hiding in the mountains for a century, a 
Miao ethnic village choir is discovered by an 
outsider and becomes a national sensation. 
Two young Miaos and all the villagers must 
reconcile their faith, identity, and love with the 
real world of China.

Yesterday 
I Was The Moon

昨
月
入
梦
来

Singing 
In The Wilderness

旷
野
歌
声
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Kids No More

Director: Zhizi HAO
Year: 2021

Time: 21 Min

An 8-year-old boy searches for fireworks on 
Chinese New Year’s Eve, after fireworks have 
been banned in his hometown.

Director: Xue SU

Year: 2022

Time: 21 Min

Li Guo, a junior high school student, carefully 
completed the “homework” assigned by the 
teacher, but was mocked by his classmates in 
the class. After being excluded and bullied 
again and again, she paid attention to another 
girl in the class, Huang Ting...

A Firecracker Story

炮
仗
的
故
事

Secrets 
At The Intermissions

课
间
秘
密
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Director: Runxiao LUO

Year: 2021

Time: 16 Min

As a model student in her elementary school, 
11-year-old Lin Yuqi is assigned to give a speech 
about her family at the Parents’ Meeting night. 
But after Lin finds out that she shares the same 
secret with a mischievous classmate, she starts 
to have second thoughts.

Director: Kunao YAN

Year: 2020

Time: 22 Min

In the 1980s, the Chinese government launched 
a severe crackdown on crime. As he liked danc-
ing, doorman Xiao Jun got to know Zhang 
Jianqiang, who headed the school gang and 
organized dance parties. Xiao Jun thought 
that he would find his true love, but was later 
caught in a complex conflict.

Hair Tie, Egg, 
Homework Books

Summer Swing

夏
日
舞
会

头
绳
，
鸡
蛋
，
作
业
本
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Director: Jiani CHEN

Year: 2020

Time: 15 Min

“Nanhai Girls” is the title of a famous pop song 
that is also a play on words in Mandarin.  Nanhai 
means the South China Sea, and it also sounds 
like the word for “boy”. This project reveals 
my frustration as a girl growing up in Fujian, 
a province of China where clan culture is ex-
tremely male-dominanted. Women are treated 
as economic resources - or burdens. As a girl, 
growing up with this conventional value, I have 
some confusion and pain. Through a mixture 
of my diaries, archives and body language, I 
try to understand the generational changes in 
women, family relationships and happiness.

Director: Haotian GUAN

Year: 2021

Time: 23 Min

Living at the base of Mount Helan, Zhilong 
often imagines a life away from his facto-
ry-packed hometown—Gangchang. When 
summer comes to an end, something unusual 
happens to the boy, right before his mother 
takes him away.

Nanhai Girls

南
海
姑
娘

Children’s Corner

儿
童
乐
园
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Dear Girls

Director: Jing ZHAO

Year: 2021

Time: 11 Min

Having been supporting her family in China 
alone for decades, the dry-cleaning shop owner 
Lily meets a new customer, who liberates her 
from the lonely and colourless life in this foreign 
land. As a loyal wife who has been sticking to 
her family responsibilities, she sows doubt in 
her belief...

Director: Junyi SONG

Year: 2020

Time: 23 Min

Jenny is a mixed-race child who grew up in 
southern China. After graduating from uni-
versity, she was bored and had nothing to do. 
Her aunt invited her to go back hometown, but 
Jenny was hesitant to make a decision. Recently, 
she has been having recurring dreams about 
being in the jungle, a strange but familiar 
feeling, like she is back home.

Walls

几
面

Jenny

珍
妮
花
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Guanbu A Week

之
后
的
一
周
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Director: Xiaohao LU

Year: 2022

Time: 71 Min

Lin Yanting, a senior three student, plays truant 
in school all day. She plays truant in class to 
pick up a good friend who comes back from 
work, and plans to give up the college entrance 
examination to work with her. After booking 
the high-speed train ticket to Guangzhou a 
week later, they begin their last week’s trip in 
the town.



Brave “New” World

Director: Han YANG

Year: 2022

Time: 18 Min

In the future, mankind has lost its living 
environment after a nuclear war. Facing this 
existential crisis, Mr. KONKAI, the leader of 
KONKAI consortium has decided to reincar-
nate himself into a giant baby with the gene 
mutation technology to end the turbulent 
civil strife of mankind with a bee-like society 
structure. Although it seems that the social 
order is restored under the implementation 
of such a method, the heavy labor that is 
required to maintain the giant baby has 
exhausted everyone, and resistance power 
has also grown in the dark. One day, Dr. 
Motose received a message that the giant’s 
red blood cell index is falling sharply…

Director: Miao YU

Year: 2021

Time: 8 Min

Thomas, a graduate in his thirties, is going to 
the unemployment office to find a job. In the 
search for a job advisor, he comes across an 
absurd world of self-employment at a congress 
held there, where one has to invent a job to find 
a place in the dystopian society.

The Reincarnated Giant

转
生
的
巨
人

The Elusive Joy of Labor

难
以
捉
摸
的
劳
动
快
乐
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Director: Xiuzhi DONG

Year: 2021

Time: 27 Min

Anshan Diaries uses a real family’s life as its 
backdrop. Director Charles Xiuzhi Dong casts 
his grandpa, the revolutionaries of the left 
wing, as the film’s lead, investigating and re-
tracing his family saga spanning three decades 
of Chinese post-cultural revolution history.

Director: Shuyun XIE

Year: 2022

Time: 22 Min

On a hot summer day, Jin Lan’s disabled hus-
band Mao Dong wants to take a bath. This 
seemingly basic need brings a series of unex-
pected challenges to the empty-nest couple 
in the context of urban renewal.

Anshan Diaries

鞍
山
日
记

Bathing Aid

助
浴
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Director: Qiao HU

Year: 2022

Time: 5 Min

The system seems to be testing how people 
think about things. This is a film made during 
the 2022 Shanghai lockdown period and the 
whole film is shot with iPhone 13 pro.

Director: Xingyu YE

Year: 2021

Time: 34 Min

Xiao Qi is a member of the student union’s 
publicity department and edits a promotional 
video for the student union’s general election 
meeting. After the clip was finished, a piece of 
news from China Central Television changed 
“the video”.

Shanghai Reset

二
次
校
准

Normal

正
常
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Director: Yifei ZHENG

Year: 2022

Time: 97 Min

Big Sponge is a young man living in a small 
town in China’s west who long ago broke out 
of the education system, left his parents, and 
struck out on his own. He wanders the streets, 
aimlessly getting through one long night af-
ter another. Big Sponge loves rap music and 
has a lot of musical talent, but his daily reality 
doesn’t allow him to put it to any use. He can 
only freestyle on the street, using music to deal 
with life’s joys and disappointments. Later, he 
took part in a robbery and was taken to trial. The 
pressure from the court case and the difficulties 
of his day-to-day life made it impossible for him 
to bear his current life any longer. In order to 
give himself more opportunities, he began to 
make some changes.

Trashy Boy

废
物
故
事

Director: Lin TU

Year: 2022

Time: 19 Min

As the flashy life of the influencer 33 gets 
crazier, the canker sore inside her lower lip 
keeps growing larger...

Canker

口
腔
溃
疡

Marginal Youth
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Drifting

Director: Jun LI

Year: 2021

Time: 112 Min

Under the flyovers of Sham Shui Po in Hong 
Kong live a group of down-and-outs. De-
spised by local residents, they are regularly 
forced to move due to the city’s redevelopment
Projects. One winter night, the authorities 
clear all their personal belongings while they 
are sleeping. Sick of being evicted, Fai and his 
companion decide to build wooden fences 
around their living space. Meanwhile, Ms. Ho, 
a young social worker, helps them take to court 
to demand compensation for their los ses.

Drifting

浊
水
漂
流
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Team Co-founders 
& Festival Directors
Huangdan ZHAO & Xiaoyi YAN

Organised by 
Alliance Cinéaste Chine-Europe (ACCE)

Executive Director 
Yueqi WU

Marketing Director 
Zhilin WU

Marketing Team 
Cici CHEN, Hills Shuqin GUAN, Zixin GUO & Rao SHAN  

Sponsorship Director
Jing MA

Programming Consultant
Shelly KRAICER

Programming Team
Yumo CHENG, Bo HUANG, Hanson HE, Jingwen LI, Yue-
qi WU, Xinyi XU, Xiaoyi YAN, Zehui YU, Huangdan ZHAO 
& Zijiao ZHU

Design
Irene FANG & Bella li WAGNER



Technical Support
Yunxi ZHANG & Julius BLEZINGER

Photographer & Video Editor
Haoyang SUN, Haonson HE & Yumo CHENG

Special thanks to 
Cristiano BORTONE, Patrick Mao HUANG, Sirkka MÖLLER, Gerhard 
DRESSEL, Lisa Zi XIANG, Popo FAN, and Yue HUANG for being the 
jury members of our short film competition

Brochure

Editor
Cici CHEN, Huangdan ZHAO & Zhilin WU

Design
Bella li WAGNER & Irene FANG

Opened in 1907, the cinema founded a Berliner film culture whose 
vibrancy and innovation are still vibrant today. Moviemento is home 
to numerous film festivals and premieres, discussions, film events 
for schools and kids, and, above all, a place to meet.
Moviemento continuously fosters new ideas and works time and 
again with exciting new festivals and events.

Moviemento Kino Betriebs GmbH
Kottbusser Damm 22
10967 Berlin

Moviemento
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